Grampian Hospitals Art Trust: Freelance Mini-Commission opportunities
Introduction to GHAT and Shared Collective Heritage
Grampian Hospitals Art Trust (GHAT) is a Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO)
embedded within, but independent of, National Health Service Grampian (NHSG). GHAT was the first
arts in health organisation in Scotland and we are proud to have opened the first purpose built,
commissioning art gallery in an acute hospital in the UK. The Suttie Arts Space was made possible by
the generous sponsorship of Mr Ian and Mrs Dorothy Suttie and was opened in 2014. It is a flagship
for GHAT exhibitions and won a UK Better Healthcare award in 2017. In addition to private
sponsorship, GHAT has been extremely successful in recent years in obtaining project grants and
funding from public bodies such as Creative Scotland, The Heritage Lottery Fund and the Paul
Hamlyn Foundation. This has enabled us to send artists out into clinics, wards and hospitals across
the Grampian region and develop ways of engaging patients, staff and visitors.
Shared Collective Heritage is a project delivered and managed by GHAT and funded by the National
Lottery Heritage Fund, Aberdeen City Council, and the Rayne Foundation. The project aims to bring
the GHAT collection to a wider audience and to ensure it is appropriately seen in the context of the
cultural history and heritage of the NE of Scotland. Further information can be found on the GHAT
website. https://www.ghat-art.org.uk/
Aberdeen City Heritage Trust
Aberdeen City Heritage Trust’s vision is that Aberdeen’s historic environment will be better
understood, conserved, used and celebrated. It does this by supporting training and education
events and making available discretionary grants for the repair and interpretation of the historic
environment. In 2021 GHAT was successful in gaining funding from ACHT to support three mini
commissions, a heritage wall interpretation for Aberdeen Royal Infirmary and to commission a
writer/performer to design a series of audience engagement events to support GHAT’s Shared
Collective Heritage objectives. http://www.aberdeenheritage.org.uk/
Mini- Commission Opportunities -summary
Grampian Hospitals Arts Trust (GHAT) wish to appoint three freelance Artists/Makers to devise and
deliver online workshops for adults in August 2021. The project will support participants to develop
new creative skills whilst learning about and interpreting aspects of the built heritage of Aberdeen.
This opportunity is open to creative practitioners from the fields of visual art, music, performance
and dance, writing, craft and design.
Each successful artist/maker will receive £1,000 (inc vat) to research, plan, design and deliver two
online workshop (2 x 2.5 hour) sessions each. The purpose of these workshops is to stimulate

interest in Aberdeen’s built heritage and environment, develop an awareness of the GHAT Art
Collection and to provide creative responses in appropriate art forms.
The sessions will explore, through creative activity and participation, three landmark iconic
Aberdeen buildings: the Wallace Tower, Seamount Court Multi storey flats, and the Norco building.
All three have and continue to be subject to debate and discussion about their architectural merit,
heritage value and contribution to the cultural life of the City of Aberdeen. The sessions will reflect
on and review the status in 2021 and this is an opportunity to look with a fresh perspective at our
local surroundings.
Role of the artist/maker
The role of the artist will be to research, plan and deliver workshops for adults online using an
appropriate online platform. The artist will use available archival resources and the GHAT collection
to build a story which will assist in communicating ideas and issues about Aberdeen’s built heritage.
Digital images of artworks relating to Shared Collective Heritage will be available to reference in
order to do this work remotely. The artist will design a creative activity in their chose artform which
will enable participants to explore and interpret Aberdeen’s buildings, and to help members of the
public to build new skills and enjoy learning from others in a supportive and friendly environment.
The artist will be required to produce materials lists and any learning resources required to deliver
the activity and ensure all participants are given suitable notice to be able to obtain the required
materials. These should not be specialist materials, and instead should be readily available and
affordable.
The artist will also be responsible for ensuring that participants receive any post workshop support
or feedback required. The artist will devise simple tools for evaluation to be incorporated into the
sessions which will be supported by GHAT.
Skills
The successful artists should be: capable of self-motivated research using archival resources and the
GHAT Art Collection; expert and enthusiastic and well as knowledgeable about their artform and
subject matter: competent at using online communication tools; a good conversationalist,
encouraging and supportive to all participants; and be an advocate for GHAT and Aberdeen’s
community heritage.
Eligibility criteria
Applicants must be:
•
•
•
•
•

Aged over 18
An artist or creative practitioner demonstrating outstanding talent in their chose artform
Able to evidence an enthusiasm for working with the public and communicating their ideas
and values
Able to share innovative ideas and practice to support other’s development
Highly self-motivated, with experience of devising workshop sessions to engage

What the mini commissions cannot support:
•
•

Applicants undergoing full time undergraduate studies – applicants should have completed
their studies before applying
Activities which support or promote religious or political activity

•

Activities which have already started or have already taken place or are not in other ways
new and original

Timescales and application process
The closing date for this opportunity is Monday 5th July at 12 noon. Shortlisted applicants will be
contacted for an informal discussion the week of 12th July. The commissions will be awarded in the
following weeks with an expectation the workshops will be delivered in September 2021, by
negotiation with the successful applicants.
The application process is a simple one. Please apply by sending a copy of your CV, with any
hyperlinks to your website or relevant online material, and a covering letter explaining your interest
in and eligibility for the commission, outlining your approach and the aspect of the built heritage of
most interest (Wallace Tower, Seamount Court, Norco building) to the following address. Any
queries should be sent to this email address also.
fraser.macdonald@nhs.scot
Applications will be assessed by the Senior Manager, Art Collection and Exhibitions, the Shared
Collective Heritage Project Manager, and an experienced GHAT researcher and volunteer.
Payment schedule
The mini commission fee of £1,000 represents approximately 30 hours @ £30 per hour with £100
materials allowance. A contract will be issued to the successful artists/makers on award of the
commissions. Payment will be made in three stages:
First payment - £500 on award of the commission
Second payment - £250 on delivery of the workshop sessions
Final payment - £250 on delivery of a short evaluation report

Norco House/John Lewis building
Information researched and compiled by Andrea De Monte

From the NE St Andrew Street side of Norco/John Lewis intersecting George Street. (©George Morris April 2021)

A poster from the 1980s. (Aberdeen City and Aberdeenshire Archives)

Norco House on George Street was built by Covell, Matthews & Partners in 1967-70 for the former Northern Co-operative Society.
The large department store was designed to incorporate the individual stores around the George Street, Loch Street and
Gallowgate area and the Arcade and to include furniture and clothing shops, haberdashery, wines and spirits, shoes, butchery,
dairy products, milk delivery, fishmongers, bakeries, chemists and more, all under the same roof. It was taken over by John Lewis
and converted in 1987: the spired food hall on the south side of the building was demolished and connected by a glazed link to
the newly built Bon Accord shopping centre, reopening in 1989.
It comprises four storeys plus roof-top car park; the shopwindows are continuous on the ground level,1 while on the other floors
the windows are reduced to a narrow-glazed strip between the vertically ribbed panels of precast concrete made with granite
aggregate from Rubislaw Quarry. The building, with its rippling slightly pyramidal profile, was extremely avant-garde for its time
and intended as a Modernist showpiece;2 it can be arguably considered maybe the most distinctive 1960s addition to Aberdeen’s
city centre.
Greeted by the people with very mixed feelings, “with its layers of bulging squat concrete it has been called ugly, aggressive and
out of place by its enemies, and unique, forceful and ahead of its time by its friends”. 3

NW corner, St Andrew St on the left, George St on the right.
(Marin Pasarić April 2021; Facebook - The Brutalism Appreciation Society)

Concrete detail (©George Morris April 2021)

Considered for listing in 2007 because the ribbed concrete exterior elevations were found to be of special interest, the building as
a whole did not meet the criteria. In April 2019 a new request was received by Historic Environment Scotland to consider John
Lewis for B listing, as a ‘buildings of special architectural or historic interest which are major representative examples of a period,
style or type’, but due to future redevelopment proposals of the area which include a glazed canopy over George Street, the listed
status was not awarded.4
Called “a giant woodlouse”,5 as well as “a majestic ship, apple pie, giant fungus, prehistoric armadillo” 6 or more often simply
carbuncle and eyesore, Norco House/John Lewis has never stopped creating split reactions in the public opinion, even more so
since John Lewis has announced its intention to shut the Aberdeen branch permanently in March 2021.
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Wallace House/Benholm’s Lodging
Information researched and compiled by Andrea De Monte

St Nicholas Street looking up the Netherkirkgate. The old Frigate Bar is seen in the background with the Wallace
Tower to its right. The buildings on the right were demolished to extend Marks and Spencer.
(Picture taken from Aberdeen City Libraries’ Silver City Vault local studies digital archive. Ref.: A16_21)

View on Benholm’s Lodgings from the NE tower with
Netherkirkgate on the right and Carnegie’s brae on the left
(Image from Aberdeen City & Shire Archives on Twitter
@AbdnArchives posted 06/06/2018)

Benholm’s Lodgings, more often referred to locally as Wallace Tower, is a three-storey Z-plan tower house, likely built between 1610 and
1616 by Robert Keith of Benholm at the angle of Netherkirkgate and Carnegie’s Brae. Despite some inevitable alterations throughout its
400 years of history, the building remained mostly true to its original plan. It is a unique, if not the only, example of a ‘toun ludging’
modelled on the Z-plan, which became a popular design in castles of the NE Scotland from the second half of the 16 th century onwards.7
The earliest description of Benholm’s Lodgings from 1616 mentions Sir Robert’s “new house and garden outside the nether kirk gait
Port”, meaning the building did not initially benefit from the protection of being inside the medieval burgh boundaries,8 and therefore
explaining the choice for a defensive plan, which would not have been the most obvious choice had the house been inside the city.
Wallace Tower does not seem to have any connections to the famous patriot William Wallace, and the current name is probably a
corruption of ‘Well-house’ (local pronunciation would be 'Wall-hoose'), from the well which formerly stood at the head of Carnegie's
Brae.

The Wallace Tower looking onto the Netherkirgate into St Nicholas Street, with the old East
Church of St Nicholas in the background and Carnegie's Brae on the foreground on the left.
(Picture from Aberdeen City Libraries’ Silver City Vault local studies digital archive)

Benholm’s Lodgings NW side from Tillydrone Avenue overlooking the exSW tower. (Creative Commons/©Bill Harrison at www.geograph.org.uk)

In the 1960s, the rapidly expanding Aberdeen retail sector called for numerous architectural changes to be brought upon the city centre.
In 1961 Marks & Spencer, having opened a branch on St Nicholas Street in 1944 (seen in the first picture), submitted a request to the
council for an expansion of the store that would have involved the demolition of Wallace Tower, which was then a public house owned
by the council. Despite the public opinion being strongly against it, the store’s plans went ahead and Marks & Spencer offered to pay for
Benholm’s Lodgings relocation to appease the spirits. Wallace Tower was moved to Seaton Park in the Old Town and rebuilt stone-bystone during by the City Architect’s Department next to Tillydrone Motte, with some evident stonework replacements during the
process9. The tower house, which gained B listing in 1967 at its new location, was then briefly inhabited for a period by Mr Wyness, a
retired history teacher, but soon a controversy arose because of the low rent which was comparable to any other three-bedroom council
house in the city. There were no other tenants after that, perhaps due to the high heating bills or maybe because of the council’s fear of
losing Wallace Tower to the right-to-buy. In 2015 Tillydrone Community Development Trust put forward plans and got the approval to
turn it into a community hub, with a cafe and office spaces to be rented out to small businesses and start-ups, but soon after the group
ceased operating. As of this year, the trust has been restarted and aims to resume their plans for Wallace Tower too.10
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Seamount Court and Porthill Court
Information researched and compiled by Andrea De Monte

Detail: large granite aggregate was
incorporated into concrete panels; it was later
painted over but can still be seen
in its original look in the neighbouring Hutcheon
and Greig Court (image by George Morris 04/2021)

Seamount Court from the NE West North Street car-park (image George Morris)

Stairs to the West North Street car park
(image Duncan Mckinlay - 11/05/21
Facebook group ABERDEEN IN COLOUR)

Seamount Court and Porthill Court, linked by two enclosed glazed footbridges, are a 19 and a nine-storey Brutalist multi-storey blocks of flats
designed by Aberdeen City Architects Department for the Aberdeen Housing Committee, built between 1959 and 1967. They were recently
awarded A category listing by Historic Environment Scotland (HES), together with Gilcomstoun Land, Marischal Court, Virginia Court, Thistle
Court, Hutcheon Court and Greig Court multi-storey blocks of flats, which were recognised to be part of the same comprehensive housing
redevelopment scheme and associated with each other in their design and materials, despite being built over almost two decades from 1959 to
1978.
Seamount Court contains 126 maisonette flats laid out on a crossover section: flats are entered on the ground floor at either the bedroom or
living area and cross up and over to the bedroom or living area; Porthill Court has 72 flats between crossover maisonettes, single storey flats and
eight rooftop single storey flats.11

The connection walkway between Seamount Court
and Porthill Court (image credit Andrew Stevenson)

Mural (image Andrew Stevenson from Flickr)

Porthill Court and Seamount Court seen from SE
(image Andrew Stevenson)

These buildings were designed as part of a post-war regeneration of Aberdeen, which aimed to re-home its citizens into healthy new homes in
high-density modern housing in areas adjacent to the city centre. Tackling at the same time the shortage of affordable housing and the slums
situation by upgrading the inhabitants living conditions through modern conveniences (that were previously not always available to the average
resident) such as heating, hot water, bathrooms and parking, Aberdeen City Architects Department embarked on an ambitious long-term project
of civic redevelopment and invested in the economic potential of the city.
The Porthill Factory, a five-storey high coarse granite building from 1750 used to manufacture linen thread, was demolished to make room for
the new residential developments, the street was widened and surviving reminders of the older Gallowgate, such as the Aberdeen Lads Club
and the Gallowgate Church (which had endured the WW2 bombing of April 1942, despite the damage), were razed to the ground too.12 The
high-rises were initially welcomed with positivity by the residents, with inhabitants from different age groups collaborating together to create a
community spirit and taking turns in maintaining the common areas. The tenants benefitted from private parking on North West Street and from
being in such close proximity to the city centre and to shops, cinemas, restaurants and bars.
Gradually falling into disrepair, some residents blamed the council for their poor choices in estate management, others blamed a rising “influx
of undesirable tenants” and the increasing “level of neglect […] in maintaining the skyscrapers”.13 Once meant to be an example of what ‘modern’
life in Aberdeen could look like, Gallowgate estate is now seen by most as a less desirable area to live in.
HES has defined the multi-storey flats “as some of the finest examples of social housing in Scotland” and therefore, as such, “should be celebrated
as a key part of our 20th century heritage, which help us understand the ambitions and aspirations of the city at that time.” 14 However, their
listing has caused worried reactions between residents and Aberdeen City Council regarding potential limits to improving the properties and an
increase in the maintenance costs, to which HES replied that the listed status does not imply buildings cannot undergo any changes. A ‘traffic
light’ system has been devised by council officials to help residents understand what modifications can and cannot be made to their flats.
Seamount Court and Porthill Court have been used in February 2021 as part for the setting of the Hollywood Soviet-era film Tetris.
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